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1 Political, Legal and economic framework
1.1

Is there a local energy plan or energy strategy in your city? What are the
main objectives and targets towards energy efficiency and renewable
energies?

Almere, a new town with 175,000 inhabitants in 2005 situated east of Amsterdam, is expected to grow to 350,000 by
2030. From the start in 1975, the city committed itself to a sustainable development. This commitment is renewed with
the Environmental Plan 2003-2007, targeting at 20% CO2 reduction within 6 years, 25% sustainable energy for housings
by 2010 and inclusion of large-scale wind energy. The two major new communities targeted for cRRescendo project will
comprise 1,659 eco homes, 454 solar homes, 104 passive homes and a number of commercial and public buildings, in
which about 4,000 people will live and/or work. cRRescendo will have a direct impact on about 2,750 + 12,000 houses
and affect 20 to 30,000 people directly.
Depending on the local council, other cities have smaller plans. Most of the objectives are focusing on 2020 with a CO2
reduction of 20%. A large amount of strategies are concentrating on the stimulation of energy efficiency improvement for
local homeowners in the existing building stock.

1.2

Local thermal building regulations and/or building energy certification

Same as for the rest of the Netherlands: energy performance coefficient of homes is reduced to 0.8 since 2006.

1.3

Existing local solar photovoltaics/thermal/renewable obligations.

There are no obligations in any cities in the Netherlands: In case of Almere, the city stimulates it. In some cases the city
can set rules to buildings for a piece of land: oblige the developers to do more than the national regulations. This was not
done in Noordenplassen-West, but in Columbus Kwartier (another area in Almere and also part of cRRescendo) is this
the case. A certain percentage of the buildings had to be certified solar homes for instance and the others should perform
20% better than the national regulations.

1.4

Financing mechanisms and available subsidies at local level for adopting
solar technologies?

The national subsidy scheme for PV, on a kWh generation subsidy, was stopped in 2010 by the new government. During
the current government period there will be no new subsidy schemes for PV systems for home owners.
Nevertheless, some municipalities have their own stimulation such as the City of Delft. They subsidise up to a maximum
of 1,000 € each home owned PV system with 2 € per Wp installed. This stimulation is set until 2013.
Furthermore, the general stimulation scheme for energy efficiency improvements, called “meer met minder”, can also be
used for solar technologies. The regulation is focussed on decreasing the home energy performance coefficient and a
subsidy of between 500-5,000 € can be obtained depending on the extent of the energy index of the house. Solar options
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can also be used for improving the energy index.

2 Urban practices framework
2.1

Describe briefly the main criteria on the current urban practices, e.g.
guidelines for urban plans development and requirements on solar urban
planning if these exist.

There are no binding requirements on solar urban planning in the Netherlands. Some projects from the past, such as the
new build areas in Nieuwland and Heerhugowaard (City of the Sun) have shown that there are good opportunities. This
has resulted in guidelines that can be used by others. The guidelines describe the phases, parties to be involved and the
experiences/lessons learned.
In the nature of Dutch legislation and policy it is not expected that a legal binding framework for solar city planning will be
accepted easily. A timeframe cannot be estimated.
Urban planning starts at provincial and municipal level.

2.2

Do you or would you face problems with large exemption categories, e.g.
historical buildings or landscape protected areas?

In Almere historical buildings are not present as it is quite a new town (1975). Digging sometimes results in delays due to
archaeological finds.
In other cities it is not expected that historical buildings or landscape protected areas can be used for solar urban
planning.
Considering the whole roof potential in the Netherlands this should not result in problems.

3 Building Stock
3.1

Provide some data on the local refurbishment activities.

As Almere is a new town, the refurbishment activity is low to non existent.
Refurbishment activities in the Netherlands are not indicated.

3.2

Please indicate future construction/renovation projects in your city where
effective policy for solar urban planning could be implemented.

New building constructions in the Netherlands in larger cities, such as Utrecht, Almere, etc., is in the range of 0.5-1% per
year. The Netherlands has a building stock of 7,175,286 building (2009). In total 82.932 new buildings have been built
(2009).
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4 Solar Market and Potential
4.1

Installed solar (thermal/photovoltaic) capacity at local level.

The total installed PV capacity in the Netherlands is (end 2009):
5.0 MW off grid.
58.2 MW grid connected decentralised (< 100kWp systems)
4.3 MW grid centralised (>100kWp systems)
Total 67.5 MW.
Since 2002, around 74,753 solar thermal systems have been installed with an estimated total capacity of 27,000 GJ.
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